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Right now, it is more important than ever to keep
in touch with colleagues, customers and suppliers.
It is imperative that messages are delivered
with clarity, responses are listened to and ideas
are shared.
Glasgows believe everything is possible and the “new normal” should be as familiar as
it can be. Live streaming, video conferencing, virtual events and exhibitions…..there are
many different types of e-commerce facilities available and it can be tricky to navigate
through all these options whilst keeping your communication goals in focus.
Our experience and skills can guide you towards the most effective methods for your
business. We will ensure you remain connected through the chaos.

Virtual
Event Hub

Do you want to replicate the traditional event format of plenary
sessions, several breakout workshops, Q&A panels and networking
over coffee in a virtual environment? Do you want to generate
income for your event through sponsorship opportunities,
exhibition sales and media packages? We say you can. Speak to
us. Tell us what it is you want to achieve, and we will do the rest.
Everything is possible, after all…

We’re not just jumping on the virtual bandwagon,
we know there are many other companies who
claim to offer all of the above… so what makes
us different?
Glasgows has many years’ experience delivering live streaming and interactive webinars
to many happy clients, with full access to our fantastic team of in-house digital developers
and event production specialists who will work with you to provide simple solutions to your
requirements, no matter how complex.

We are currently supporting our client,
the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) to transform
their existing events programme to virtual.
Their events had previously been held in
their custom-built auditorium, however
now their offices are closed we have set up
three remote studio hubs and a dedicated
microsite. All speakers, chairs, workshop
and training leads present remotely,
interacting with delegates from all over
the world; truly virtual events.

Head of Comms for ECMWF said: “We hold a lot of live events
as face to face interaction and collaboration play an important
role in advancing science. Working with Glasgows we were
able to reinvent this workshop as a virtual event and the
feedback from delegates has been fantastic – so much so that
we are considering more virtual events in the future.”
Asking Glasgows to support and host your virtual event is much like a shopping list
whereby you can pick and choose the elements you may or may not wish to consider.
We’ll chat openly about your requirements from the outset.

Your event can be as simple as a livestream where all delegates
view online and / or via social media directly. Or you may wish to
consider other options including:
Website, companion app

The event
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Event comms
Issue updates and communications digitally
to provide your delegates with sponsor,
speaker or programme updates or surveys
pre, during and post event.

webpage or via social media.

- A fully virtual event – not only are
the audience watching remotely, all
the speakers, even the host, are in
different locations and connecting via
video conferencing. This allows realtime communication and the output is
fed into the event live stream.

- Multi-media blend - either of the
above options, but with pre-recorded
content mixed in at relevant points in
the agenda. This can support those
uncomfortable presenting in either of
these environments, allowing them to
record their presentation before going
live for Q&A at the end, or as part of a
joint panel session. Q&A sessions can
be hosted via video on the live stream
or in chat rooms.

- Engage with sponsors and

exhibitors in the virtual venue

Breakout rooms
Participants can interact with presenters and
other audience members just as they would
if they were all sat in the same room.

Interactive
Keep the event interactive throughout the
live streamed sessions, allowing delegates
to submit questions via a submissions box
or push live polls and surveys, all available
on the live streaming page. Delegates can
also send in video questions or request to
be connected live to the video chat.

Media
Should your event have media interest, we
can seamlessly provide broadcast quality
feeds remotely to broadcasters worldwide.

The options
really are endless
whether you want
to run a 2-hour
webinar, half
day consultation
event or full day
conference.

So how could your programme look?
Just like any other event programme, but don’t worry we can guide you through the
small changes that can make all the difference to your audience. Here’s a suggestion:

09.00 - Registration
Delegates log into the hub where they
can see the agenda, delegate list, digital
delegate pack, network on the social wall,
set-up one-to-one meetings with sponsors
or view the digital exhibitions.
10 minutes before the event is due to start,
a message is sent out, prompting delegates
to head to the virtual plenary.
10.00 - Welcome
Live streamed to all viewers
10.20 - Speaker one
Live streamed to all viewers with live polling
10.40 - Speaker two
Live streamed to all viewers with live polling
11.00 - Q&A panel session
Live streamed to all viewers with panel
members on video conferencing
11.30 - Virtual coffee break
Where viewers are encouraged to pick up
where they left off in the Virtual Hub.

12.00 - Breakout sessions
Delegates are split into “rooms” where they
can video conference in smaller groupings.
Hosts in each room can control discussion
and share presentation slides and papers.
13.00 - Virtual lunch break
Free time to catch-up, network or
take a break.
14.00 - Feedback from breakout sessions
Hosts from each group present their
findings/conclusions, live streamed
to all viewers
14.30 - Q&A panel session with all hosts
Live streamed to all viewers
15.00 - Keynote presentations x 2
Pre-recorded presentations live streamed
to all viewers
16.15 - Q&A panel session
With Keynote speakers in remote locations
16.45 - Summing up and close
Live streamed to all viewers

We can work with your presenters in advance to help them prepare for their session. Our
experts can coach them though every stage, from finding a suitable backdrop, to testing
connections, and even send pre-loaded equipment out to them including laptops, routers,
webcams, microphones etc. We can help create engaging presentation materials from
PowerPoint slides, to short films and animations to help capture and keep the attention of
your audience.
And the great thing is at the end of it all, the live stream is recorded, meaning you have
the option to widen your reach with video on demand after the live event, along with
being able to see viewer stats from the event giving you the opportunity to explore what
worked, and what can be better next time!

There is a reason why at Glasgows we say that
‘everything is possible’….because it really is!
We are working through unprecedented times and we are in this together.
Drop us a line and let’s start a conversation... 01772 767777
To learn more about all the services Glasgow can support you with, please visit our website.
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